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ABSTRACT

Projek Sarjana Muda is the project that accumulates the biggest portion of knowledge gained during a student's course at this university. Thus, for this project, the highlights will be on building an enterprise-scale web-based application. This software name is helpdesk DNA. Once the objective and scope is completed, it will be used by Program DNA Sendirian Berhad as their major tool in automating their help desk operations. To make sure the end-product is feasible, literature researches are done. Every aspect of software analysis and design had also been based on the project's scope and objective. With Rational Unified Process and Enhanced-Rapid Application Development as its methodology, the software will be more feasible, marketable and easier to develop. The analysis process involves current system study. Functionality requirements gathered in the process are used in identifying ways to automate the system and to learn how to add more quality in the to-be system. Software, hardware and networking requirements to have the software up and running are also analyzed in the analysis process. The design process utilizes the input from analysis phase to design the software in terms of the system's raw data, architecture, user interface, database design and deployment view. This process also details the software's logic in terms of programming algorithm and data dictionary. Based on the artifact collected so far, the software is implemented. Environment setup and version controlling are also documented to make sure the right version of software can run every time. Once all tests for the software are passed, it will be known as the released version of the software.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

The project is introduced in this chapter. This chapter binds together every aspect of introduction comprehensively under firm subjects.

1.2 Project Background

helpdesk DNA is a help desk information system. The term DNA which is being used here, signifies that ProgramDNA Sdn. Bhd. – a software development house is willing to be the case study for the project, and will be the product owner. The system will be used as the center platform to support their customers’ and partners’ concerns regarding the services provided to them. This system can be judged as another automated CRM (Customer Relationship Management) solutions but with advancement of features.

In every Information and Communication Technology (ICT) service provider operation, there will be questions, problems, request for changes, and suggestions that will be addressed by clients, partners or customers to the service provider. Without any automated system for this matter, the service provider answers the concerns through
phone calls and e-mails only. This creates unstructured and unformatted information on the service provider’s site. They will have no knowledge base to handle same or similar concern, they may not track who solved previous issue, and they will not see any statistic of the most problematic project or product they deliver and so on. The answered concerns will end up as wasted resources of information.

Realizing this, it will be very good to these service providers if they can store these concerns in their database automatically in a structured manner. When the data can be stored properly, it can be used to generate statistical report that will help future decision making. It will also be easy when they already can track who is responsible for issuing and solving the concerns as quick as a few mouse clicks, rather then going through e-mails that was coming from various sender on indefinite time.

This system will ensure more quality in the service provider’s customer support and benefit the service provider in the same time.

1.3 Problem Statement

As understood, currently, the help desk operation is being applied manually and with computers help – using software. Hence, there are problems known in both manual and automated applications. The following paragraphs will first clarify the problems that occurred when a help desk operation is done manually.

Using the old-fashion way to support customers and partners is actually good in the sense that the customers and partners will be entertained by polite and friendly support personnel. Things will get better when the service is fast enough. However, human resources are getting more expensive. To handle this issue, some service providers open call centers at countries with low currencies exchange such as India, Philippine and South American countries. These countries can provide cheap workers with acceptable English proficiency. This idea is actually applicable but only to customers and partners in a country with cheap telecommunication service. Certainly, customers and partners in Malaysia will not be willing to pay for this call. Thus, the first
problem here is the operation cost. Moreover, cost is another issue if a service provider wants to have a “twenty-four by seven” support center with human services. Even, if there is a need for “on-call” support, an automated system will at least minimize the cost of operation for this scenario.

Using human, as usual will create higher chances of having human error, thus using an automated system will lessen human intervention, therefore lessen human error.

Furthermore, the manual system is not capable to contributing enough information for better CRM. This is true because every support request made is most likely not to be recorded. Even if it was recorded, the data are only good enough for reference in short time. It is hard to maintain more data on papers, doing statistic and analysis will be harder. This will also take more time and effort, making this altogether to be unworthy process. Eventually, this will create more unstructured or unformatted or hard-to-track information on the service provider’s site or even no information at all – another information dead end. Whilst with automated system, this information will be recorded in structured manner and making it accessible for analytic process in just a few clicks.

Because of it is hard to have a knowledge base with a manual system, there will most likely to be no statistical charts or reports produced for the operation. The reports are potential guides for marketing campaigns and smart decision makings. Thus, with manual system, it is a straight forward waste of information as a resource.

With manual system, it is very hard to trace the support engineers, customers and partners involved in any case. The issue will be clearer when the service provider needs to track these responsible people after some time, let say a month or year. Another issue with not much discrepancy from the earlier is the hardness to track these people’s involvement quantity and quality with manual system. Those are not issues anymore with an automated system.

Although there are a lot of help desk software in the market, most of them failed to satisfy the real need of an automated help desk. Current automated solutions for help desk are known with issues that will be discussed through the following paragraphs.

To set up a help desk system will take some time. This issue will vary from the complexity of the system to the needs of the service providers. Some solutions sold on
the internet even stated that the four days of set up is not guaranteed, more days with the vendor’s support will entitle more payment to the vendor. This is still not considering the time to be taken to train the system’s users. The scenario will become worse when it’s happening to an overburdened support department. Thus, a more generic and manageable system especially during setup with a high usability should be built.

Moreover, there are a few features lacking from a current standard automated help desk system such as automatic notification tools, up-to-date knowledge base, users involvement (in terms of quantity and quality) monitor and file-attachment-on-ticket tool. These are the key features that will help service provider greatly improve customer service, significantly decrease call resolution time, and free help desk support call engineers from performing routine tasks. This project will have some of these features. This will be detailed over the scope section.

Last but not least, current standard automated system provides bad user interface in terms of look-and-feel and usability. The service provider will found their costs quickly escalating when they use automated help desk with poor user interface design. Such cases are like; users to go through numerous windows and screens to access the information they needed. Using the software will undoubtedly add more time to each call and more time will cause financial penalties. Even if the service providers are providing toll-free lines for their customers or partners, this will eventually create bad customer service. Plus, the excessive number of screens will contribute to easier system crash due to tougher memory handling load it caused.

1.4 Objective

The objectives of doing this system are defined as the followings:

1. To build enterprise-scale web-based software.
   - Enterprise-scale software is software that will carry a lot of functionalities with it. It will also promise efficiency in performance-wise and security-wise. Other than that, enterprise-scale software will
be very flexible for necessary modifications. The software will be assured to have long live and its usage will provide a way for cost-effectiveness in production.

2. To master the skills in making a real enterprise web-based software.
   - Developing these applications will need real strong knowledge of the methodology, server-side language and client-side language.

3. To provide more value added solutions for CRM automation in the help desk fields.
   - This is by ensuring the system will not only be feasible, having high security and performance but will also help to create higher profit for the companies using it. Thus, it will be able to handle the issues stated in the problem statement.

4. To make sure the project will not only be satisfied by KUTKM as a final year project but also by Program DNA Sdn. Bhd. as their commercial product.

1.5 Scope

The scope of this system is to provide automation for the help desk operation. The system will become as generic as it will be usable by any company with the same business flow when it comes to help desk operation.

The system was originally requested by Program DNA Sdn. Bhd. Hence, apart of being the final year project, it will be used as one of their automated CRM solutions used by the company and as their legal product to be marketable. The system will be build for the Microsoft Windows platform. The deliverables will be provided on the basis of the project schedule as granted by the committee of the final year project of Fakulti Teknologi Maklumat dan Komunikasi (FTMK) at Kolej Universiti Teknikal Kebangsaan Malaysia (KUTKM). These deliverables will be produced in campus area rather than on
the case study’s site. The size of the project will be as large as it takes to accomplish its objectives and scope.

The system will be built in three distinct modules namely - setup, operation and reporting.

The setup module will be used by service provider through its support managers. The support manager who is registered with the system will create the customers information. He will also create and maintains project profiles or product profiles in the system. Each registered users will have the privilege to update their own password once created. Only support manager will have the access in this module. Other than that, this module will have its lookup setup sub module. This is to enable the system’s lookup values to be created and updated.

Next is the operation module. Under this module, the concerns from the customers will be renamed as ticket. Each customer or partner will construct the tickets details regarding their concerns.

Tickets will be auto-allocated by the system to respective support engineer. However, the support manager can reallocate the tickets as necessarily. From here, the support engineer will update the ticket’s status over time of working on the problem. The support engineer will also state their current explanation for the ticket assigned to them. The customers can close their tickets. The customers can also continue with their concerns over the closed ticket if they think that their issues are not yet resolved. To close tickets, they will have to state their satisfaction level with the help desk service. Every ticket’s date and time of opening, updating and closing will be recorded by the system automatically. Moreover, for the same project, there can be more than one customer involved with the system. There is a sub module in this module which is the system operation sub module. This sub module will ensure the system’s security in terms of user authentication and data restriction based on the user account.

The sub module will restrict the areas of usage based on user’s profile and user’s group. The followings are how the system will be restricted.

1. Support manager – They can access setup module, operation module, reporting module. However they may not edit other support engineers’ explanation or checking status over the tickets. They also cannot modify
the customers or partners’ description of tickets and checking status. They
can update their personal information.

2. Support engineer – They can access operation module for system
engineer. However they may not edit other support engineers’
exploration or checking status over the tickets. They also cannot modify
the customers or partners’ description of tickets and checking status. They
can update their personal information. They may also update ticket’s
status.

3. Customer – This user group may only construct tickets, update ticket
satisfaction level to close the ticket and participate in the ticket resolving
process by providing their explanation. They also can update their
personal information.

The last module is the reporting module. This module will generate necessary
statistical management reports based on the factors involved.

The approach towards completing this project will be the Rational Unified
Process (RUP). Aside from this, the component classification standard will follow the e-
RAD (Enhanced Rapid Application Development) standardization. Furthermore, there
will be warm interactions with supervisor from both institutions for prototypes
verification. All this will be detailed in the methodology section.

The system will involve vast usage of current web technologies mainly on
ColdFusion MX’s technology.
1.6 Project Significance

There are significant points that strengthen the need for this system to be developed. The following paragraphs will detail out these points.

The customer support functions in an organization have significant influences over a company’s revenue stream. This is a fact because, in order to retain customers’ loyalty towards a product or partnership, the service provider must be able to support its customer or partner very efficiently. However, the service provider must make sure that the support service they provide will not be too costly. Here, it came to the need for cheap, fast, friendly support system. From this standpoint, a lot of these service providers invest on automated help desk system as one of their CRM strategies. Yet, there are still issues about having a truly cheap, fast and friendly automated help desk system. Thus, this project will produce the system up to that expectation.

Normally, data involved in the support processes will be wasted because once an issue was solved; it will not bring any more value. Actually, from these historic data, patterns of customers and partners interaction behavior can be traced. This project will take advantage from this fact and produce the system with management reports generator so that more strategic decision will be made quickly and easily. In a longer run, it helps in producing more matured services and products.

More about the reporting abilities, there will be flexible graphical analytical tool based on the needs of the project’s case study. The reports will be in the form of graphical charts. All this will ensure that critical understandings and smart decisions can be made faster.

The system applies very strict data validation and ensures high security against user access exploitation.

More than that, it promotes simple to complex data manipulation functionalities throughout its modules, with a very user friendly approach. This makes the product easy to use and very practical.

Last but not least, the system records creation and updating date and time with the creator and updater ID for every records. This ensures that all records are traceable regarding who creates and updates them.
1.7 Expected Output

The system will be made out of three major modules which are as the setup module, operation module and the reporting module.

The setup module will be used to manage the lookup data, support engineer profile, customer profile and project profile. Only support manager can access this module and do the necessary insert, update, delete and search operations on the records. Support Manager can see who inserted or updated records under this module at what time and what date.

The operation module will be used to store tickets information. In this module, tickets will be allocated by the system to the support engineers. For flexibility reasons, support manager can reallocate the tickets to the support engineers. Support engineers will update the ticket’s checking status as stated in the scope. Every ticket’s date and time of opening, updating and closing will be recorded by this module automatically. Through this module, any closed ticket can be reopened by the ticket’s issuer. This is to bear with reoccurring cases. Tickets are also updateable by the customers all the way of the process. Last feature on this module is the customers and partners may state their satisfaction level for the help desk service if they would like to close the ticket. This module is actually a forum to solve tickets.

The reporting module will generate necessary statistical reports based on the factors involved. The module will incorporate flexible graphical analytical tool. Such reports will be as the followings:

2. Support engineer load.
3. Customer satisfaction level.
4. Ticket status statistics.
5. Ticket category statistics.

Each of the reports are subjected to lookup values such as companies involved, satisfaction levels, projects, support engineers, ticket categories and ticket statuses. The reports can also be generated over time of opening and closing date of tickets. There will also be options to choose the graphical report’s presentation format.